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All groups considered are assumed to be finite. Mann [4] extended the 
results of Fischer (see [2]) on &-injectors from solvable groups to Jlr- 
constrained groups; that is, groups which satisfy the condition C&(G)) < 
F(G) where F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of G. The object of this paper is 
twofold. First, we extend the results of Mann to F-injectors where 9= is a 
Fitting class of the form F = n, 9(p) sP,,9, where for each prime p, S(p) 
is a Fitting class, yD, is the class of solvable groups of order relatively prime 
top, and 9” is the class of solvablep-groups. Such Fitting classes were studied 
by Hartley in [2] and may be considered as a dual notion of locally defined 
formations. 
We prove that if 3 is the type of Fitting class mentioned above and G/R 
is &“-constrained for a certain normal subgroup R of G, then (1) G has 
g-injectors; (2) any two F-injectors of G are conjugate; (3) S is an 
s-injector of G if and only if S is a maximal 9-subgroup of G containing 
the s-radical of G; (4) S is an s-injector of G if and only if S/R is an 
X-injector of G/R. 
The second purpose of this paper is to formulate the above theorem entirely 
within the internal structure of the group G without referring to Fitting 
classes of groups. Prentice [5] and Mann [3] have pursued this type of 
investigation with regard to formations. The methods used in this paper 
result in a generalization of the theory of F-injectors of solvable groups 
where 9 is the type of Fitting class mentioned above. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G be a group. A nornzal intersection conjtigacy fzmction 
of G (NICF of G) is a function Y from (H / H < G} into itself satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) for every H < G, Y(H) 9 H; 
(2) for every H < G and g E G, Y(Hg) = [Y(H)]g; 
(3) if Kg H < G, then Y(K) = Y(H) n K. 
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DEFINITION 2. A normal intersection corljugacy function system of a group 
G is a collection {Y,j of NICF’s of G, one for each prime p. 
DEFINITION 3. Let nJ = (Y,‘, be an NICF system of a group G. Then 
define g(G) = (Y,(H) 1 Y, E ?J and H < G) and call S’(G) the inzage oj SJ 
in G. 
DEFINITION 4. Let g be an NICF system of a group G. Then define 
y@(G) = (H ( H .< G and for every 1, E S’, H/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent!. Call 
g(G) the oy-set of G. 
Remark 5. If ZP = &S(p) sP,,y. is a locally defined Fitting class of 
solvable groups, then for a solvable group G, {H j H < G and HE 9) := 
(H 1 H -< G and for eachp, H/HP(,) E -YDteYD} = (H 1 H < G and for eachp, 
H/H,-(,)is >-nilpotent). Thus each Y,(H) E g(G) is analogous to an P(p)- 
radical of H and g(G) is analogous to the set of subgroups of G contained in a 
locally defined Fitting class. 
It is easily verified that every locally defined Fitting class 
gives rise to an NICF system of a group G in a natural way by letting Y,(H) = 
Hpcnj . However there is a group G and NICF system g of G such that there 
is no Fitting class 9 where for every H < G, H E 9 if and only if H E g(G). 
The following example also shows that S?(G) may not be closed under 
isomorphic images. 
Ex.AMPLE 6. Let G = Z; x Za*, the direct product of two copies of the 
symmetric group on three elements. Define 
g=(YD/ Y,(G)=Gforpf3andY,(G)=&,andforH<G,Y,(H)== 
II’,(G) n H). 
It is clear that %’ is an NICF system of G, .Zs E g(G) but 22’s* 6 g(G). 
The following theorem shows that for an NICF system nJ of 6, g(G) has 
certain properties in common with Fitting classes. 
THEOREM 7. Let g be an NICF system of G. Then the folhing hold: 
(1) ifN(iH<GandHE@‘(G),tkerzN~8(G); 
(2) $ Ni 4 H < G and Ni E g(G) for i = 1,2, then iVIN~ E g(G). 
Proof. The proof is not difficult and is omitted. 
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DEFINITION 8. Let ?V be an NICF system of a group G. For each sub- 
group H of G define Hg = .U{N [ N a H and NE g(G)) and call Hq the 
g-radical of H. (We note that HI E g(G) by Theorem 7.) 
We continue with more properties of g-radicals and elements of the image 
of % in G. 
THEOREM 9. Let g be an NICF system of G. 
(1) If H -3 G, then. fog each Y, E CV/, Y,(H) g G. 
(2) For every H < G and Y, E CV, Y, E CV, we have Y&Y,(H)) = 
YJY&H)) = Y,(H) n Y,(H). In particular, Y,,(YJH)) = Y,(H). 
(3) For every H < G and g E G, (H,>g = (Hg)g . 
(4) Fo~K~H<G, K,=HgnK. 
PYOO$ (1) For every g E G and Y, E g’, Y,(H) = YJHg) = [Y,(H)]g. 
(2) Since Y,(H) a H we have Y&Y,(H)) = Y&H) n Y,(H). Simi- 
larly, Y,(H) g H implies YJk’,(H)) = Y,(H) n Y,(H). 
(3) Since H,/Y,(H,) is p-nilpotent, (Hg)g/[Y9(H,)]g is p-nilpotent 
and so (H~~/Y,J(Hg)B] is p-nilpotent. Thus (Hg)g a Hg and (Hg)g E g(G), 
and so (Hg)g < (Hg)g . By the same argument we have [(Hg)q]g-’ < 
[(Hg)s-I], = HI or (Hg)g < (H,)s. Therefore (Hg), = (Hgp as desired. 
(4) SinceHqnKgH,HgnK~O~(G)andsoHgnK<Kg.By 
(3) above, for every h E H, (Kg)h = (Kh)g = Kg . Thus Kg is normal in H 
and so Kg < Hq n K, whence Kg = Hq n K. 
Hartley shows in [2] that given a locally defined Fitting class P = 
&~(p) P?P,5f?D, there exists Fitting classes s*(p) such that s = 
0, g*(p) 9&9Tg , F*(p) C S, and for each p and 4, 5*(p) _C s*(q) ggl . 
The following sequence of definitions and theorems shows that given an 
arbitrary NICF g of G, we may construct an NICF %‘- of G such that the 
subgroups in the image of ‘%r satisfy properties similar to those stated above 
and 97(G) = g(G). 
THEOREM 10. Let (Lv be an NICF system of G. Define a set YT of functions 
by %?‘- = (W, [for each p, Y, E g and H < G, W,(H) = Y,(H) n H,). 
Then “l6’- is an NICF system of G and g(G) = p(G). 
Proof. Clearly, W,(H) g H. By (3) of the previous theorem we have 
W,(Hg) = Y,(Hg) n (Hg) = [Y,(H) n H,]g = [W,(H)]g. By (4) of Theo- 
rem 9, for Kg H < G, WJK) = Y,(K) n Kg = YJH) n K n HB = 
W,(H) n K. Thus w is an NICF system of G. 
If HE g(G), then for each p and Y, E tiy, H/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent. Since 
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N = Hg , WO(H) = Y,(H) n H = Y,(H).Therefore H E W(G). If H E g(G), 
then for each p and IV9 E %r, H/W9(H) = H/(Y,(H) n Hv) is p-nilpotent. 
Thus H/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent and so HE g(G). 
DEFINITION Il. Let g be an NICF system of G. Then g is called 
integrated if for every H < G and Y, E ?V/, Y,(H) E g(G). 
We note that the NICF system %? of G constructed in the previous theorem 
is integrated. We now wish to establish the analog of s*(p) C 9*(q) Sp,, in 
Fitting classes. To do this we need the following rather technical lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let g be an ilztegrated NICF sJ!stenx of 6. For a @ed pinze q, 
de$ne a set “ys of functions by 
Then gu is an integrated NICF system of G and g-(G) = g&G). 
Proof. Let M = Y,(H) n Y,(H) and N = Y,(K) n Y,(K). Since 9/ is 
integrated, we have for each p, Y,(H)/&1 is q-nilpotent. Hence T,,,(H)/&! is 
the normal @-Hall subgroup of I’,(H)/M. Note T,,,(H) = Y,(H). 
We now show each T,., is an NICF of G. Clearly, T,,.(H) a H. Since 
OQ(K?) = [O*(K)]g for K < G and g E G, it is evident that T,,,(Ha) = 
cT*,mlg~ 
Letting K-CJ H < G, we must show T,.,(K) = T,,,(H) n K. Since 
M n Y,(K) = iV, we have YJK) M/M= YD(K)/N and T,JK)jiV z 
O*(Y,(K))M/M. Hence O*(Yn(K))M < T,,,(N). Also, since 
Y,(K)M/Oq( Y,(K))M 
is a q-group and Tcl,,(H)/o”(YD(K))M is a q/-group, we have 
T,,,(H) n Y,(K)M = Oa(Y,(K))&I. 
Since T,,,(H) < Y,(H), K n T,,,(H) = Y,(K) n T,,,(H). Thus 
T,,,(H) n K = T,,,(H) n Y&K) n YJK)M 
= Y,(K) n OQ( Y,(K))M 
= O@(Y,(K))[M n Y,(K)] 
= Oq( Y,(K))N 
= TmW. 
Hence 9!JQ is an NICF system of G. 
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Since Y,(N)/T,,,(H) is a q-group for q fp and 1 for q =p, we have 
H/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent if and only if H/T,,,(H) is p-nilpotent. Thus 
g(G) = g*(G). 
Since 9’ is integrated and T,,,(H) 4 Y,(H), T,,,(H) E g(G) = g&G), 
and so ?Vg is integrated. 
The next theorem concerns the “intersection” of NICF systems of G. 
THEOREM 13. Let ‘X, = (W’,} and Fl = {I’,} be NICF systems of G. 
DeJine Z?’ = (2, 1 Z,(H) = iV7D(H) n YD(H) foT H < G>. Then 3 is an 
NICF system of G and 2%“(G) = ‘XT(G) n g(G). If W and dy are integrated, 
then B is integrated. 
Proof. Obvious. 
We are now in a position to construct an NICF system of G with properties 
paralleling those mentioned earlier of Fitting classes, namely, s*(p) _C F 
and for each p and q, 9*(p) 6 S*(q) yQ, . We already have integration; we 
now require the latter. 
THEOREM 14. Using the notation of Lemma 12, dejke 
f2i = U, 1 for H < G, U,(H) = n T&H)/. 
i q/IGI 
Then @ is an integrated NICF system of G, g(G) = g(G), and for any p and 
4, U,(H)/ U,( U,(H)) is a d-group. 
Proof. From the previous theorem, % is an integrated NICF system of 
G and g(G) - g(G). We must show U,(H)/U,(U,(H)) is a q’-group. Now 
U,VWN,WN = UGWE’,(H) n U,(H)1 
= U,(H)/[U,(H) n Y@(H) n Yq(H)] 
- &CWW) n W3IIC~dH) n Y&31 ZZE 
G TmWMYz4H) n Y,(HII 
which is a q’-group. From the definitions of U,(H) and T&H), we have 
@‘(Yq(UD(WN G U,(U,(W) G Y,WdH))- Hence ~7q(UDWWq(U,W) 
is a q/-group and therefore U,(H)/ U,( U,(H)) is a q’-group as desired. 
DEFINITION 15. Let g be an NICF system of a group G. Then ??J is 
called fuZZ if for all Y, E g, Y, E g, and H < G, Y,(H)/Y,(Y,(H)) is a 
q’-group. 
From Theorems 10 and 14 we have thus shown the following. 
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THEOREM 16. Let g be an NICF SJ~S~~W of G. Tlze?z there exists a full, 
integrated XICF system W of G such that g(G) = YT(G). 
DEFINITION 17. Let g be an NICF system of a group 6. Then define 
for H < G, R(3’, H) = n, YS(H), Y, E g, and call R(W/, H) the local 
dY-radical of H. 
The local g-radical may be characterized as the intersection of certain 
subgroups. For a full, integrated NICF system J%’ of G and H < G, 
I;‘,(H) Ed and therefore YD(Hq) = Yp(H) n Hg = Y,(H). Thus, for 
each prime p, HQ/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent and we may therefore make the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION IX. Let g be a full, integrated NICF system of a group G. 
Then define for H < G and Y, E g/, Tp(H) as the subgroup of H such that 
Tp(H)/Y,(H) is th e normal p’-Hall subgroup of Hg/Y,(H). 
THEOREM 19. Let g Be a fkll, ilztegrated NICF systtin of G. Then fof 
H < 6, n,, T>‘(H) = R(SS, H). 
Proof. Let H < G and TP = Tn(H). W e wish to show that for any primes 
p and q, Y,(H) < Tn. Now Y,(H) Y,(H)/Y,(H)s YJH)/(Y,(H) n Y,(H))= 
Y,(H)/Y,(Y,(H)) which is a $-group since nJ is full. Hence Y,(H) < 
Y,(H) Ye(H) < T” and so n, Y*(H) < 0, TV. But clearly for every prim.e 
4, Yg(f-f) < ICI I’,(H) < (7, TP < T 4 and so n, T”jn, Yp(Sr) is a q’-group 
for all primes q and hence n, T-* = RF, H) as desired. 
We now define %-injectors. They have properties in common with the 
usual Fitting class injectors and in view of Remark 5 they are generalizations 
of Fitting class injectors where the Fitting class is locally defined. 
DEFINITION 20. Let g be an NICF system of a group G. Then a subgroup 
VofH,H< G, is called a ?/-injector of H if and only if 1’ n N is a maximal 
d?(G)-subgroup of N for every subnormal subgroup N of H, that is, 
TinNE@(G)andif YnN<S<NandSE@(G),then 5’nN=S. 
The following theorems will lead us to the characterization of %‘-injectors 
as M-injectors of a certain factor group. 
THEOREM 21. Let 3. be a full, integrated NICF .systeln of 6, H < G arzd 
R = R(SS, H). Then HqjR is nilpotent. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that for every p, 
H,/Y,(H) is p-nilpotent. 
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THEOREM 22. Let ?!J be a full, integrated NICI; system of G, H < G an.d 
R = R(%, H). 24 ssume W < Hand W/R is nilpotent. Then WE O@(G). 
Proof. Since R g 15, YJR) = Y,(H) n R = Y,(H). Also, since R a W, 
Y,(R) = Y,(W) n R < Y,(W). Hence Y,(H) = Y,(R) < YJW) for each 
prime p. Now Y9( W)R/Y,( W) E R/(R n YP( W)); but this is a homomor- 
phic image of R/Y,(H) which is a p/-group. Thus Y9( lV)R/Y,( W) is a 
p’-group. Now W/R is nilpotent implies that W/Y,( W)R is p-nilpotent. Since 
YP( W)R/ Y,( W) is a f-group, IV/ YP( W) must bep-nilpotent and so W&(G). 
THEOREM 23. Let g be a full, integrated NICF system of G, H < G and 
R = R(g’, H). Then HgjR = F(HjR), theFitting subgroup of H/R. 
Proof. Let K/R =F(H/R). Since K/R is nilpotent, K EAT and so 
K < Hb . Since HgIR is nilpotent, HI < K and so Hg = K as desired. 
THEOREM 24. Let g be a full, integrated NICF system of G and R = 
R(g, G). Assume G/R is M-constrained, Gg < W < G and WE g(G). Thtiz 
EV/R is nilpotent. 
Proof. Since [Y,( W),Gq] < I’JW) n Gq = I’,(G,) = YD(G), we have 
YJW) < C,(Gq/Y,(G)) < Co(Gq/R). Since G/R is M-constrained and 
Gg/R = F(G/R), C,(Gg/R) < GI . Thus YJ W) < Gq . Since Gg a W, 
we have YP(G4,) = Y,(W) n Gq = Y,(W). Hence Y,(W) = YJG,) = 
YP(G). Thus M;TjR = W/I-J, YP(G) = W/J& Y,(W) which is nilpotent since 
W E g(G). 
We summarize the preceeding theorems into the following: 
THEOREM 25. Let S’l be a full, integrated NICF system of G and let R = 
R(?l, G). Assume G/R is M-constrained and that G, < W < G. Then 
WE g-(G) if and only if W/R is nilpotent. 
The preceeding theorem doesnot hold in general if the assumption that 
G/R is M-constrained is omitted. 
EXAMPLE 26. Let G = A, , the alternating group on five Ietters. Define an 
NICF system of G in the following way: 
g = {Y, 1 Y,(G) = 1 and YJH) = H for H < G}. 
Clearly 5V is an NICF system of G and g(G) = (H 1 H < G}. One can 
construct a full, integrated NICF system 5V1 of G such that g(G) = gi(G). 
NowR(@,G)=Ge,=l,butGh as ro p p er nonnilpotent subgroups, each of 
which is in g(G). 
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MAIN THEOREM 27. Let g be a fill, integrated NICF system of G, 
R = R(g, G), and assume G/R is N-constrained. Then 
(1) G lzas g-injectors; 
(2) any two g-injectors of G are conjugate; 
(3) for S < G, S is a Uy-injector of G if and only if G?y < S and S is a 
maximal J@G)-subgroup of G; 
(4) for S < G, S is a g-injector of G if and only if S/R(CC, Gj is an 
Ap-injector of G/ R(CC, G) . 
Proof. Let R = R(%, G). Assume S is a g-injector of 6. Then clearly, 
Gq < S and S is a maximal d@(G)-subgroup of G. Hence byTheorem24, S/R 
is nilpotent and by Theorem 22, SIRis a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G/R. 
Since GF,IR = F(G/R) < S/R, we have S/R is an Jr-injector of G/R by 
Theorem l(c) of [4]. 
To prove the converse of (4), we induct on the order of G. Let H be a 
maximal normal subgroup of G and let R(H) = R(%‘, H). Since 
is a PI-group for each prime q, we have R/Y=(G) is a $-group. Hence 
(R A H) YJG)/Y,(G) g (R n H)/(R n H r\ Y,(G)) = (R n H)/Y,jH) 
which is a $-group. Therefore (R n H)/R(H) is a p’-group for each p and 
thus R r\ H = R(H). 
If R < H, then R = R(H) and so by the proof of Theorem 1 of [4]> 
H/R(H) is A’-constrained. If R < H, then G = RH and G/R z H/R(H). 
Thus H/R(H) is J-constrained. 
Let z&” = {lVD / for K < Hand IfP E %, W,(K) = Y,(K)>. We may think 
of YK as the restriction of 3’ to subgroups of H. CIearly, %’ is a full, integrated 
NICF system of H; for K < H, KE@(~) if and only if K E @(N); and 
since R(%, H) = R(W-, H), by the preceding paragraph, H/R(W, H) is 
X-constrained. It is also clear that T is a ?Y-injector of H if and only if T 
is a “jtr-injector of H. 
By Theorem 1 of [4], since G/R is M-constrained, G/R has an X-injector, 
V/R say. If R < H, then R(H) = R and so (I’ 17 H) /R= (V n H)/R(H) is 
an M-injector of H/R(H). Hence by induction, V n H is a Yfr-injector of H 
and so V n H is a g-injector of H. If R $ H, then G/R s H/R(H) and so 
again (V r? H)/R(H) is an N-injector of H and hence a g-injector of H. 
Since H is an arbitrary maximal normal subgroup of G, B is a g-injector of G. 
If W is another Y-injector of G, then W/R is an X-injector of G/R and so 
by Theorem l(b) of [4], IV is conjugate to V. 
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A subgroup S of G is a g-injector of G if and only if S/R is an &‘--injector 
of G/R. By Theorem l(c) of [4], th’ IS is true if and only ifF(G/R) < S/R and 
S/R is a maximal nilpotent subgroup of G/R. By Theorems 22, 23 and 24, 
this is true if and only if GQ < S and S is a maximal d@(G)-subgroup of G. 
We note that in view of Remark 5, for a locally defined Fitting class 9 
and solvable group G, S is an s-injector of G if and only if Gs < S and S 
is a maximal 9-subgroup of G. 
The following theorem is a partial generalization of Theorem 2 of [4]. 
THEOREM 28. Let @l be a full, integrated NICF qtem of G. Let R = 
R(ZZ, G). Assume G/R is M-constrained and that if Gg < L < G, then for 
easy YD E JY’, Y,(L) = YJG). Let S be a dY-is.jector of G and H a subgroup 
of G corztaikng Gq . 
(1) Then H/R is J-constrained. If T/R is an A/-i,,j,ctor qf H/R, then 
T is a fly-injector of H. 
(2) If T is a d+‘l-injector f H, then T = S, n Hfoy some g-injector S, 
of G. 
(3) Some g-injector of H contains S n H. 
(4) If H < K < G and T is a g-injector of H, then T is contained in a 
JJ-injector of K. 
(5) If S < H, theta S is a g-irzjector of H. 
Proof. (1) Let %T be as defined in the previous theorem. Then R = 
R(?!l, H) = R(-/r, H). Since Gg < Hg , we have C,(Hg/R) < C,(G,/R) < 
Gq < H, and since H,IR = F(HIR), H/R is N-constrained. If T/R is an 
N-injector of H/R, then T is a @‘--injector of H and therefore a Jy-injector 
of H. 
(2) By Theorem 2 of [4]. T = S, n H where S,jR is an M-injector of 
G/R. Thus S, is a %-injector of G. 
(3) Since S/R is an Jr-injector of G/R, (S n H)/R is contained in an 
N-injector of H/R, T,IR say, by Theorem 2 of [4]. Since R = R(“k’-, H), 
Tl is a W-injector of H and so a g-injector of H, and S n H < Tl . 
(4) Let @ == { lJ, ) for L < K and Y, E g Y,(L) = U,(L)}. Now 
R = Rv/, $1) = R(g, K) = R(%, K). By Theorem 2 of [4], T/R is contained 
in an &“-injector V/R of K/R. Thus V is a g-injector of K. 
(5) By Theorem 2 of [4], SIR is an M-injector of H/R. Hence S is a 
g-injector of H. 
Remark 29. The condition in Theorems 27 and 28 and the theorems 
leading up to those theorems that G/R is M-constrained can be replaced by a 
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condition somewhat more general and more directly related to the I:‘,(G)‘s. 
It is the notion of p-constraint; G is called p-constrained if C,(P) < O,,,,(G) 
where P is ap-Sylow subgroup of O,,,,(G) (see [l]). The theorems mentioned 
above are true if we assume for each prime p that G/Y,(G) is p-constrained. 
It is not difficult to show that if 3’ is a full, integrated NICF system of G and 
for each p, G/T’,(G) is p-constrained, then G/R(??, G) is X-constrained. 
Gorenstein [l] describes a class of groups which are p-constrained but not 
necessarily p-solvable. 
This theory may be generalized further. A more general form of an NICF 
system and NICF set of a group G ( an d analogously, a more general form of 
a locally defined Fitting class) may be defined along with appropriate general- 
ized notions of nilpotence and constraint. Given a set of primes r, partitioned 
by sets of primes u(,\) for h E /l, one may define an NICF k:\ of G for each 
h E /l and then an NICF system 94 of G, g = (Y, j X E ~11. The structure of 
the NICF set and ?/-injectors of G involves a form of generalized nilpotence: 
His o(h)-nilpotent if El is a n-group and H has a normal a(X)‘-Hall subgroup; 
H is (rr, rl)-nilpotent, rr and fl as above, if H is a a-group and N is g(X)- 
nilpotent for every h E fl. Thus His the direct product of o(X)-Hall subgroups. 
The NICF set g(G) is then defined as (H 1 for every X E ~1, H/l’,)(H) is U(X)- 
nilpotent:. One may show that 3’ may be chosen full and integrated. Letting 
R(%, G) = &A, Y,)(G) be the local g-radical of G and assuming G,/R(V, G) 
is a r-group satisfying appropriate generalized conditions of constraint and 
whose o(X)-subgroups satisfy Sylow-like properties, the results on $V-injectors 
of G and (n, if)-nilpotent injectors of GiR(%Y, G) hold. 
Qzcestiorz 30. Since a locally defined Fitting class is in some sense a dual 
notion of a locally defined formation, the question arises: Is there a relation 
between F-projectors and certain M-projectors similar to that between 
V-injectors and M-injectors ? 
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